






HOMEWORK

An entrepreneur must keep his fingers on the pulse of the market to be 

successful.                                    IBPS PO/MT , 2017

1. An entrepreneur must work day and night to be successful.

2. An entrepreneur must keep a check on his funds to be successful.

3. An entrepreneur must keep an eye on the stock market to be successful.

4. An entrepreneur must be aware of his competitors in the market to be 

successful.

5. An entrepreneur must be constantly aware of the most recent 

developments to be successful.





Word of the Day

EPOCHAL

Highly important or significant

Synonym: Prominent , Momentous

Antonym: Worthless , Inessential

Sentence: Today's events mark an epoch, the 

greatest epoch in our history, he concluded.







Find the odd sentence and Rearrange the remaining sentences : 

(A) Keep their inner life (B) / Tightly under control (C)/ Educational institutions 

seldom serve as precise mirrors (D)/ Of historical change because pedagogic and 

administrative rituals (E)/ That have nicely preserved an empty shell of a special 

inherited identity.

IBPS PO PRE 2017

A. CEBD

B. CDEB

C. CDAB

D. None of these

E. No correction required

Solution : Option C ( E is the odd one)



Find the odd sentence and Rearrange the remaining sentences : 

(A) Most importantly the labour market (B) / We can expect to see continued 

spillovers (C)/ Into other areas of the economy , (D)/ Combined with a ‘broader 

unravelling of credit markets ,  (E)/ Parliament should act quickly to keep the 

economy from stalling.

IBPS PO PRE 2017

A. DECA

B. DEAC

C. ECBD

D. None of these

E. No correction required

Solution : Option DBCA ( E is the odd one)



Find the odd sentence and Rearrange the remaining sentences : 

(A) Even at the risk of reducing an appraisal (B) / It strove to make this evident , 

(C)/ Of a great writer such as Ishiguru to a trite high school essay (D)/ While 

announcing the name , (E)/ That name its way last year.

IBPS PO PRE 2017

A. DBAC

B. ACBE

C. DCBE

D. None of these

E. No correction required

Solution : Option DBAC ( E is the odd one)



Act , noting that it was superseding rules (A) / issued under 

Section 79 of that statue in 2011 (B) the Union Government 

issued a set (C)/ of rules under the information Technology .(D)

IBPS PO MAIN 2020

A. DBCA

B. ADBC

C. BCAD

D. CDAB

E. No Rearrangement required

Solution : Option CDAB



Moving from one room in your house (A) / a change of scenery , 

even if it’s just  (B) to another , combined with movement helps 

(C)/ to clear your mind and help you reset your focus .(D)

IBPS RRB ASST. MAIN 2020

A. CBAD

B. BACD

C. BADC

D. DACB

E. No Rearrangement required

Solution : Option BACD



A. Many children take advantage of their parents busy schedule.

B. As such, the society is going away from the value system.

C. This result in children's ignorance of social values.

D. The reason behind it is that parents are quite busy nowadays.

E. Nowadays parents spend very meagre time with children.

F. It is the responsibility of parents to teach the young moral values 

in life.

Which of the following should be the SECOND sentence after 

rearrangement?

Solution : FEDACB



A. It is easy to criticize the people at the helm, for the slow progress 

in every field.

B. We are well aware that the intellectuals are leaving our country 

for better employment opportunities.

C. Then question remains unanswered because our country cannot 

show opportunities to the intellectuals.

D. Then, what about their obligation to the Motherland?

E. First, we should ask ourselves as to what is happening to the 

young intellectuals in India.

F. This situation of ‘Brain-Drain' leads to a variety of problems. 

Rearrange the following sentences and what will be the 

second  sentence after rearrangement ?

Solution : AEBDCF



A. A classroom discussion can be affiliated in order to answer this very 

question.

B. An electric current could not be made to traverse distilled water.

C. Yet when salt and distilled water were mixed , then solution became 

liquid through which electricity could pass with ease.

D. Neither would solid salt offer free passage to electricity .

E. How could one explain this change behavior of solution.

F. And , as the current pass through this solution , a deep seated 

decomposition took place.

IBPS CLERK 2015

Solution : BDCFEA



A. Two of the best-performing major economies in 2014 were China 

and Brazil , with growth estimated at 7.5% and 10.5 % respectively.

B. Despite that limp growth , major US stock market indexes are up 

between 11% and 20% for the year.

C. Even knowing where economics are headed sometimes it is of no 

help to an investor.

D. It is hard to anticipate the direction of financial markets.

E. But as of December , stock markets of both nations were in the red 

for the year.

F. By contrast , the US economy is likely to have expanded at only 

about 2.6% for the year.                     IBPS PO/MT PRE 2015

Solution : DCAEFB



If Sentence(C),"When a 

child comes into your life 

, it is as if a small stone is 

thrown into a pool.” is 

the first sentence, what 

is the order of other 

sentences after 

rearrangement?                      

IBPS PO/MT MAIN 

2018

A. You will see ripples spread outward, touching not only 

your own existence but also that of your immediate family, 

your friends and extended family, even your community.

B. It can bring you balance an joy as you are presenting the 

moment.

C. When a child comes into your life , it is as if a small stone 

is thrown into a pool.

D. Practicing yoga together during the special period of 

carrying your baby can bring various benefits to you, as a 

couple, helping you connect, deal with the changes and 

share responsibilities

E. However, if you have never practised yoga before, then it 

isn't a good idea to begin now.

F. Birthing is a special experience for both parents.



If Sentence(C),"When a child comes into your life , it is as if a 

small stone is thrown into a pool.” is the first sentence, what is the 

order of other sentences after rearrangement?                     

IBPS PO/MT MAIN 2018

A. FABDE

B. FABED

C. AFDBE

D. DAFBE

E. ABEDF



RBI ASST. 2016 A. Thus rapid development is still unable to meet 

demand.

B. Surplus funds from hikes in passenger fares and cuts 

in staff have made this possible.

C. This demonstrates that it has been transformed into a 

modern high standard design and high service reliable 

system.

D. However China's railways are not problem free.

E. China's railways have been able to generate the funds   

needed or the construction of new railway lines 

internally.

F. For example at present about 2,80,000 cars are 

requested daily to transport goods but only half the 

requests can be met.

Rearrange the sentences in 

the proper sequence.

Solution : EACBFD



A. The boys have queued up , the overseer has inspected their dhoti-kurtas.

B. I am at the Ashram gate , wondering if the priest will let me in.

C. I walk in hesitantly , but the monk smiles warmly and points to an empty 

chair.

D. And they are now waiting patiently for instructions from the priest , who 

is on the phone.

E. Everything was ready for the evening  prayer at the ashram.

RRB CLERK MAIN 2018

1. EDBCA

2. EADBC

3. ECBDA

4. ECDAB

5. EBDCA

SOLUTION :  EADBC



Find the odd sentence and Rearrange the remaining 

sentences : 

(A) But laws do have the utility value (B) / To heed the line between 

religious traditions and superstitious practices , (C)/ Of curbing the 

prevalence of inhuman rituals and practices (D)/ To eradicate 

superstition from society, (E)/ Mere legislation is not enough

IBPS PO PRE 2017

A. DECA

B. DEAC

C. ECBD

D. None of these

E. No correction required
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